
SLIM ADJUSTABLE GARLAND HANGER
MODEL #: V-20529

IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY
For assistance with assembly or installation, parts and customer service:

www.VillageLighting.com  |  Support@VillageLighting.com
Intended for indoor / outdoor use

1. This item hangs from above your door. If over-weighted or incorrectly installed, it may fall causing damage to the hanger and your decor.
2. Falling could also result in serious injury to people or items.

3. Do not hang anything other than garland from the garland hanger.
4. The garland hanger uses high pressure to secure it. Be careful when installing the hanger, especially at pinch points.

5. If a ladder is used, follow the safety instruction on your ladder and position it in a safe place. 
Always have someone assist you on the ladder for safety.

6. DO NOT EXCEED 20 lb OF WEIGHT on the garland hanger.
7. Save these instructions.

Please lay out all parts prior to assembly or installation.  Read instructions prior to assembly or installation. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS! PLEASE READ!
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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Tighten in 
door jamb.
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Then, hook the sides of 
the garland behind the 
right and left wings.

Place your garland 
over the center 
supports �rst.
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1. Insert the hollow square extension rod (A) into the main center rod (C). With most doors you will use the �rst hole on the hollow square 
extension rod.  Insert the screw (F) and tighten the nut using the included small wrench (E) and your screwdriver.
NOTE: If your door is wider than 40” use the center hole. If your door is wider than 44” use the third (farthest) hole.

2. Slide the center garland support (D) on the main center frame (C). Lightly tighten the wing nut to keep the garland support from sliding 
o� during assembly.

3. Insert the threaded extension rod (B) into the main center rod. Using the included large wrench (E), place the garland hanger at your 
door jamb, adjust the nuts to expand / contract the garland hanger to �t your door. Tighten the nuts until the hanger is secured to your 
door.

4. While holding the included large wrench, place the garland hanger inside the door jamb pushing the rubber pads completely to the top.

5. While still holding the garland hanger with one hand, use the included wrench to tighten the inner bolt toward the center of the garland 
hanger. Keep tightening until the bolt is rotating tightly against the center frame rod and pressing the right pad outward against the jamb. 
Continue to do this until you feel that the garland hanger is secure. 
NOTE: Take care not to over tighten as this could put unneeded pressure against the door jamb.

6. Before placing your garland pull on the wings of the hanger. If they feel loose or can easily roll forward, tighten the bolt more. Tighten 
the second bolt and sandwich the lock washer between both bolts ensuring the hanger does not loosen over time. Also, slide the center 
garland support to the middle of the frame and tighten the wing nut.
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